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Distanz Publishing, Germany, 2011. Hardback. Book Condition: New. Bilingual. 302 x 224 mm.
Language: English Brand New Book. Against a rigid and authoritarian art. Dies alles, Herzchen, wird
einmal dir gehoren -- All these, little darling, will one day be yours --was the motto of a legendary
event held in Frankfurt in 1967: Charlotte Posenenske (1930-1985) had her corrugated-cardboard
square tubing arranged in perpetually changing structures. In memory of the internationally
renowned conceptual artist, a similar performance was staged at Kunsthalle Lingen, Germany, on
November 20, 2010. As the opening act, the Frankfurt-based artist Michael Reiter (b. Munich, 1952)
presented his performance Swinging Geometry : a protagonist moves three squares made of
slender black carbon tubes that are connected to each other by a nylon thread and suspended
from numerous nails scattered across the wall, creating forever new shapes. Reiter s deceptively
simple work addresses several aspects that have been, and still are, crucial to art: the variable work
of art was an invention of the 1960s, created by artists who attacked what they felt was the
authoritarian closure and rigor of the work. Art, like society and the individual itself, was supposed
to be open to change through the...
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It in one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. Its been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is merely right a er
i finished reading through this book in which really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Sigrid Brown-- Sigrid Brown

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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